
Johnson Planning Commission 
Meeting Minutes 

Dec 1, 2015  
 
Planning Commission members in attendance: David Butler, Kim Dunkley, Paul Warden, Phil 
Wilson, Dave Bergh 
 

Action items proposed in preparation for our 12/12 event: 

*request that LCPC print large copies of the maps for display (ask Lea to order; if not possible, Phil 

may able to produce them). 

*anticipated set-up of the event: 3 separate “stations,” each focused on a different district, and an 

information table where a few copies of the whole draft (with administrative details) would be 

available for the public to review.  Ideally a PC and steering committee member would be each of 

the stations to facilitate conversation and answer questions.  We would like a blank sheet or pad 

to be available at each station for members of the public to write down their thoughts, 

observations, or questions (ask Lea if she can coordinate these materials – if not, David Butler may 

be able to pick up note pads, etc.) 

     We discussed the current line-up of committed attendees.  It now stands as follows: 

9:00:  Set-up crew: All available PC members are asked to attend.  Currently confirmed as 

available: David Butler, Kim Dunkley, Phil Wilson, Paul Warden, Dave Bergh (?) 

10:00-12:00: Dave Bergh, Paul Warden, David Bulter, Mark Nielson (steering 

committee).    [Kim will be there until 10:30] 

2:00-4:00: Phil Wilson, David Grozinsky, David Butler 

   Kim will bake cookies for the event.  Paul will pick up apple cider. 

*We identified members of the Steering Committee that would be called regarding their 

availability.  We would like an additional email to go out from Lea to the Steering Committee & PC 

urging folks to sign up for one of the sessions. 

*We recommended the following event advertising strategies:  posters to be produced by Lea that 

PC members could post at local businesses, ideally before this weekend; a request to Sue Lovering 

to remind folks about it in her next N & C column (she mentions it in the current issue); Front 

Porch Forum; announcements on local radio in their “upcoming events” segments; perhaps 

contacting Mickey Smith at N&C 

Notes taken by:  David Bergh 


